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When a patient or customer is denied service or receives inferior service based on race or color, it seems obvious he or she should be protected under the Civil Rights Acts.¹ What about discrimination in the inverse situation: when a patient or customer preference for services based on race is granted and an employee is excluded from performing his or her job duties? This article explores whether employees excluded from providing services to patients or customers based on race or color have a discrimination claim under the Civil Rights Acts.

Various federal and state laws protect an employee from race discrimination in the workplace.² Courts have routinely applied the same standard of proof under federal and state laws for establishing race discrimination in employment.³ While this approach seems logical, some courts, like the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, have taken a different
approach to deciding whether a claim exists for intentional discrimination in employment when the plaintiff presents direct evidence under 42 USC 1981. The slight disparity in application can make the difference between whether an employee who is reassigned or not assigned based on race has a claim or not.

**At a Glance**

An employee reassigned or not assigned based solely on race because of a patient or customer request should be able to pursue a claim for intentional discrimination. If an employee is prevented from bringing a claim because he or she did not suffer a materially adverse change in employment, the very discrimination proscribed by the statutes will go unchallenged.

**Adverse employment action under Kocsis**

Caselaw under both federal and state discrimination law requires an employee bringing a claim for race discrimination to demonstrate an adverse employment action. The Sixth Circuit has held that not every action taken by an employer rises to the level of an adverse action and, instead, requires an employee to point to a materially adverse change in the terms or conditions of employment. A materially adverse change has been found to include significant changes in responsibility, decreased salary, less distinguished title, material loss in benefits, and other indices that might be unique to a particular situation.

Typically, cases involving an employer’s granting or accommodating a patient or customer request for care or service based on race or color does not change an employee’s pay, hours, title, benefits, or position. It involves the employee’s being reassigned or not assigned to care for or assist the patient or customer based solely on race. Under this scenario, there is direct evidence of intentional race discrimination. However, if a court strictly follows the *Kocsis v Multi-Care Management* test to determine whether there is an adverse employment action, an employee subject to intentional race discrimination in his or her assignment may not have a claim.

**De minimis and temporary**

The Sixth Circuit has also held there is no adverse employment action when the impact on the employee is de minimis and temporary. In applying this standard to a case involving an African-American nurse manager excluded from a patient’s room based on race, the Western District of Michigan, in an unpublished decision, stated:

> [T]he Court finds that an adverse employment action may be based on the employer’s race-based assignment of duties even without a change in pay, benefits, prestige, or responsibilities. Defendant’s argument that Plaintiff’s claim fails because there was no change in her work hours, compensation, job duties, or benefits is unpersuasive. However, Defendant’s argument that the employment action here was de minimis and merely temporary is persuasive. It is undisputed that Plaintiff worked only two shifts while this patient was in the hospital, and she had no specific assigned responsibility to care for the patient because she was a supervisor. (Emphasis added.)

Arguably, the court’s decision would have been different if the nurse was a direct care worker assigned to the patient. However, even then, the court may have concluded that reassignment of a nurse from treating a patient is temporary, especially if the patient in question had an acute condition requiring quick medical treatment or a limited stay. In the instance of a retail setting, if a customer requests assistance based on race, presumably any sales transaction would not last long, so the discrimination would automatically be temporary and, therefore, de minimis.

In a landmark busing case, segregating passengers based on race on city buses was found to be a violation of civil rights, regardless of the length of the ride. Likewise, an employee’s civil rights are violated when segregation based on race in the workplace prevents the employee from performing job duties regardless of how long the discriminatory behavior lasts. “Civil rights are founded not on a relativist calculus of discriminatory behavior but on the principle that deprivations of rights resulting from racial animus are unlawful.”

**Segregation is prohibited under the Civil Rights Act**

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 specifically states that “[i]t shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to . . . segregate . . . employees . . . in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual’s race.” An employer is essentially segregating employees based on race if it grants a patient or customer request for care or service on the basis of race.

An employer permitted to segregate employees based on race as long as employees are treated equal in pay, benefits, duties, hours, and position sounds much like the long overruled doctrine of “separate but equal.”

**Bona fide occupational qualification**

Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, an employer is permitted to discriminate against certain protected classes if it can bear the burden of proving a bona fide occupational
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qualification (BFOQ). For instance, courts have held that concerns for privacy in providing personal hygiene care support same-sex assignment to a patient as a BFOQ. Even for protected classes such as gender where a BFOQ is permissible, customer preference can only be taken into account if it is based on a company’s inability to perform the primary function or service it offers.

The exception does not apply to race. In other words, under no circumstances may an employer discriminate based on race, even for patient or customer preference. Despite this, a 2012 study published in the UCLA Law Review stated:

One of medicine’s open secrets is that patients routinely refuse or demand medical treatment based on the assigned physician’s racial identity, and hospitals typically yield to patients’ racial preferences.

Cases finding racial preferences in assignment is discrimination

Despite Kocsis and other cases requiring a materially adverse change in the terms or conditions of employment to establish a Title VII violation, courts have sustained a race discrimination claim premised on reassignment of an employee from his or her job duties based on a patient or customer request.

In 1999, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit decided the case of Ferrill v Parker Group, Inc, involving a telephone marketing corporation that was hired to perform work for political candidates. When requested by customers, the company would segregate employees by assigning separate calling areas and scripts according to race. The court found segregation of assignments based on race was direct evidence of intentional race discrimination in job assignments in violation of § 1981.

In a 2005 decision out of the Western District of Pennsylvania, a patient’s daughter asked the employer not to send black nurses to her father’s home because he was prejudiced. The admission nurse made the notation “no black RNs” in the patient’s documentation. A black employee, who saw the notation, still cared for the patient as assigned. The employer claimed it did not honor such requests. The court concluded that even in the absence of monetary loss, job assignments based on race constituted an adverse employment action because they affect the terms and conditions of employment.

In 2010, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit decided the case of Chaney v Plainfield, involving an African-American certified nursing assistant prohibited from caring for a white resident who had requested no African-American caregivers. The court rejected the employer’s assertion that its deference to the patient’s expressed preference was “reasonable” and held: “It is now widely accepted that a company’s desire to cater to the perceived racial preference of its customers is not a defense…for treating employees differently based on race.”

In a 2016 decision, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan found even a brief abridgement of an employee’s rights is actionable. The case involved a respiratory therapist who was unable to care for a patient whose record indicated he wanted no black employees. The court found that § 1981 protects a non-white person’s “enjoyment of all
benefits, privileges, terms, and conditions of the contractual relationship” and held that assignments based on race constitute an adverse employment action “because such assignments affect the terms and conditions of employment.”

Resolving racial prejudice
in favor of the employee

Employers may suggest that a patient or customer request for service based on race should be granted in some circumstances, especially if the employee suffers no job detriment such as a reduction in pay, demotion, change in title, or discharge. In many circumstances, a patient’s or customer’s racial preference is accompanied by racial slurs. Employers may unilaterally reassign an employee to offer protection and defend its position by suggesting that if the employee was not reassigned, he or she may allege racial harassment.

The flaw in this reasoning is the failure to recognize that complying with a racist request gives power to the patient’s or customer’s prejudice. If the employer is concerned about racial harassment by the patient or customer, it should inform the employee of the request and allow the employee the option to decide whether he or she will provide services. Unreasonable patient or customer demands are routinely rejected; a request based on race is no different and should be denied outright.

Conclusion

Race discrimination in the workplace is illegal under the Civil Rights Acts. An employee reassigned or not assigned based solely on race because of a patient or customer request should be able to pursue a claim for intentional discrimination. If an employee is prevented from bringing a claim because he or she did not suffer a materially adverse change in employment, the very discrimination proscribed by the statutes goes unchallenged. To fully vindicate the purposes of the Civil Rights Acts and eliminate discrimination, an employee reassigned or not assigned based on a racial preference should have a remedy under the Civil Rights Acts.
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